Above photo of University of Wisconsin Green Bay – Campus Facilities Standard Interior Finishes. Color or carpet choices other than items noted above are a significantly higher cost.

See Page 2 for additional details:
ACOUSTICAL TILE CEILING:
ACT1  ARMSTRONG; UL TIMA, 1911
   TEGULAR, 24" X 24"

ACT2  ARMSTRONG; FISSURED, 756A
   SQUARE EDGE, 24" X 24"

GRID1  CHICAGO METALLIC; 514-01, 4'-0" TEE, WHITE

PAINT:
HALLMAN LINDSAY
PT1  DIVINE WHITE (CUSTOM COLOR MATCH TO SHERWIN WILLIAMS: SW6105)

PT2  BROWN BRONZETONE
   (CUSTOM COLOR MATCH. FORMULA: B-1Y9, C-1, 1-3, KX-32, L-9Y / GALLON)

PT3  NOMADIC DESERT (CUSTOM COLOR MATCH TO SHERWIN WILLIAMS: SW6107)

PT4  SKYLINE STEEL (CUSTOM COLOR MATCH TO SHERWIN WILLIAMS: 1015)

PT5  CAROLINA GULL (CUSTOM COLOR MATCH TO BENJAMIN MOORE: 2138-40)

RUBBER WALL BASE:
RB1  TARKETT; 47 BROWN, 4"H COVED

RB2  TARKETT, 167 FUDGE, 4" COVED

RB3  TARKETT; 40 BLACK, 4" COVED

CARPET TILE:
CPT1  MOHAWK GROUP; IT'S A SIGN, COLOR: INTUITIVENESS T42814, DURACOLOR
   (DISCONTINUED PRODUCT, USE ATTIC STOCK)

   REPLACEMENT MOHAWK GROUP; THEMATIC THREAD GT423, COLOR: 869 BRONZITE,
   DURACOLOR, 12" X 36" PLANK

VINYL COMPOSITION TILE:
VCT1  ARMSTRONG; STANDARD EXCELON, 51899 COOL WHITE, 12" X 12"